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Differential conditioned suppression in
the Konorski-Lawicka paradigm
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In conditioned suppression discriminations, the Konorski-Lawicka paradigm involves A+ trials,
where conditioned stimulus A is followed by shock, and sh .... A- trials, where A is preceded by
shock Rats easily mastered this A+Ish - A- discrimination, as indicated by suppression of
food-reinforced barpressing on A+ trials and acceleration of barpressing on sh - A- trials. A
history of A+ conditioning resulted in nearly perfect discrimination performance on the very
first day of A+/sh - A- training, but a history of sh -A- conditioning retarded development of
the discrimination. The basis for the development of the discrimination was discussed in terms
of an inferred stimulus (sh') arising from the aftereffects of shock.

The conditioned inhibition paradigm (Pavlov,
1927) is a discrimination training procedure involv
ing two conditioned stimuli, A and X. On some
trials, stimulus A is presented and followed by an un
conditioned stimulus (US). On other trials, A and X
are presented simultaneously to form a compound
stimulus AX, and no US folIows. As a result of this
procedure (which may be given the notation
A + lAX - ), conditioned responses are elicited by A
but not by AX. The comparative absence of respond
ing to AX is generally attributed to inhibitory
properties acquired by X which interfere with the
ability of A to elicit the conditioned response (e.g.,
Rescorla, 1969).

One variation of the above procedure is to present
X and A as a sequential compound (X....A - ) on un
reinforced trials, where X immediately precedes A.
In this paradigm (which may be given the notation
A + IX....A - ), the key to the development of differ
ential responding lies in the occurrence of X prior
to unreinforced A trials. Such discriminations appear
to be readily acquired. For example, Pavlov (1927,
p. 124) reported evidence of differential responding
by dogs within a situation in which the sound of a
metronome (A + ) was always followed by reinforce
ment except when preceded by the occurrence of a
specific tone (X....A -). As Pavlov suggested, it is
possible that the "trace of the tone" had combined
with the sound of the metronome to function as the
effective inhibitory component within this arrange
ment. The dissipation of the trace prior to termina
tion of A would remove the effective inhibitory
component from the unreinforced compound, and A
would then elicit conditioned responses. Thus, a
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strong lead stimulus would ensure the continuation
of the trace throughout the duration of A, thereby
rendering to the unreinforced compound its effective
inhibitory component.

Pavlov attempted to maximize the effectiveness
of the A + IX....A - paradigm by using particularly
intense stimuli (e.g., a "motor car hooter") as X.
An interesting variation of this paradigm is the case
where the lead stimulus is a US (e.g., Konorski &
Lawicka, 1959; Terry & Wagner, 1975). For
example, in eye-blink conditioning, Terry and
Wagner found that rabbits responded more on A +
trials, which consisted of a tone followed by infra
orbital shock, than On sh....A - trials, which con
sisted of a tone preceded by shock. This A + Ish....A
discrimination represents one in which the unrein
forced component is signaled by the reinforcer at
the outset of the trial. One purpose of the present
experiment was to determine if Konorski-Lawicka
discriminations are also mastered by rats in a condi
tioned suppression situation where A + trials are
presentations of a conditioned stimulus that
terminates with footshock, and sh....A - trials are
unreinforced presentations of a conditioned stimulus
immediately preceded by footshock.

Note that the Konorski-Lawicka paradigm actually
consists of forward (A +) and backward (sh....A - )
conditioning trials. It would seem likely that the
development of A + I sh....A - discriminations would
be influenced by a prior history of forward or back
ward conditioning (e.g., Burdick & James, 1973;
Siegel & Domjan, 1971). We attempted to investigate
these possibilities by including groups of subjects
exposed to forward and backward conditioning
trials prior to receiving A + Ish ....A training.

METHOD
Subjects

Ten male Long-Evans hooded rats with a brief experimental
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history involving appetitive reinforcement served as subjects.
They were approximately 150 days old at the start of the experi
ment and were individually housed with water freely available
in their horne cages. All subjects were maintained at 80010 of
their free-feeding weights throughout the course of the
experiment.

Apparatus
Experimental sessions were conducted in a two-lever Lehigh

Valley rodent test chamber (35 x 27 x 24 cm). The chamber
was housed inside a sound-attenuated cubicle, with an exhaust
fan providing ventilation and a masking noise (resting level of
76 dB; re .0002 dynes/cm'). Alever, 2.5 cm wide, protruded 2 cm
into the right-hand side of the chamber and could be activated
by a minimum downward force of 35 g (.35 N). The left-hand
lever remained retracted throughout the experiment. The floor
consisted of 16 stainless steel rods, .25 cm in diameter and spaced
about 1.5 cm apart. The unconditioned stimulus (US) was 2-sec
1.5-mA scrambled shock delivered to the grids, walls, and lever of
the chamber by alehigh Valley shock generator/scrambler.
A Mallory sonalert (Model SC628), mounted in the top center
of the wall to the left of the response lever, produced a I-min
tone of 86 dB (re .0002 dynes/cm'), which served as the con
ditioned stimulus (CS). Standard 45-mg Noyes food pellets were
used as reinforcers. Electromechanical programming and re
cording equipment was housed in an adjoining room.

Preliminary Training
Following magazine and leverpress training, all subjects were

allowed to collect 100 food pellets on a continuous reinforce
ment schedule. During the next two sessions, they were gradually
trained to respond on a variable interval (VI) 30-sec schedule
with a 5-sec Iimited hold contingency. Five 42-min experimental
sessions were given each week. Training on the VI schedule con
tinued for 15 sessions, by which time visual inspection of the
cumulative records revealed within and between session stability
for five consecutive sessions. The subjects were then divided into
three groups. Groups land 2 had three subjects each. Group 2
originally had four subjects, but one developed an unauthorized
escape response to shock early in conditioning and was dropped
from the experiment. (Data obtained from this rat were dis
carded). The groups received CS habituation and the condi
tioning procedures as described below.

CS Habituation
At the close of VI training, each subject received two sessions

of preexposure to the CS. During each habituation session, a total
of six CSs were delivered, unaccompanied by the US, on a VI
7-min schedule (range: 2-15 min). The VI 30-sec reinforcement
schedule remained in effect both during and between CS presenta
tions. Inspection of the cumulative records at the end of the
habituation sessions indicated that the CS had no appreciable
effect on baseline response rate.

Conditioning
Conditioning proceeded in two phases of 36 sessions each.

In Phase I, subjects in Group I received forward conditioning
(A +), subjects in Group 2 received backward conditioning
(sh-«A - ), and subjects in Group 3 received discrimination train
ing (A + /sh-A -). In Phase 2, all subjects received A + /sh-eA>
training.

In all cases, A + trials consisted of a I-min presentation of
tone immediately followed by a 2-sec 1.5-mA shock. The sh-A
trials began with a 2-sec presentation of shock immediately
followed by a I-min presentation of tone that terminated without
shock. Six trials were programmed in each VI 30-sec leverpress
session. In each session of Phase I, Group I received six A +
trials and Group 2 received six sh-A - trials. For all groups,
each session of A + /sh-«A - training included three A + trials
and three sh-A - trials. Throughout conditioning, trials were
presented on the same VI 7-min schedule used during CS
habituation.

RESULTS

The behavioral effects of the es are reported as
suppression ratios computed from the formula
a/(a + b), where a is the rate of response during the
es, and b is the rate during a I-min period im
mediately preceding the es. This formula generatesa
value of .50 when responding is unaffected by the
es. Ratios greater than .50 approaching a maximum
of 1.00 indicate acceleration of responding to the
es, and ratios less than .50 approaching a minimum
of .00 indicate suppression to the es. Figure 1
presents the suppression ratios for A + and sh-rA
trials for subjects in each experimental group
averaged over blocks of four sessions during Phases 1
and 2. Illustrative cumulative response records of
performance under each conditioning procedure
are shown in Figure 2. Suppression ratios will be
described separately for each group.

Group 1
Subjects in Group 1 were exposed to forward

paired (A +) trials during Phase I. As Figure I
shows, the es quickly suppressed responding for all
subjects in this group when it preceded shock.

During Phase 2, Group I subjects received both
forward (A +) and backward (sh-+A-) pairings
of the conditioning stimuli. Differential suppression
developed very rapidly under the A +/sh-«A 
conditioning procedure. The difference was evident
in the very first session of Phase 2, where ratios on
forward conditioning trials averaged .10 and ratios
on backward conditioning trials averaged .41 (see
record B for RI in Figure 2). As Phase 2 condition
ing continued, the difference between A + and
sh-+A - trials increased as acceleration developed
on sh-+A- trials. For all subjects in Group I, sup
pression ratios on sh-+A - trials averaged .67 during
the last four conditioning sessions of Phase 2. Sup
pression ratios for A + trials seemed to be unaffected
by the development of acceleration on sh-+A - trials,
and averaged .06 for the last four Phase 2 condi
tioning sessions.

Group2
Subjects in Group 2 received backward pairings of

the conditioning stimuli (sh-+A - trials) in Phase 1.
This arrangement resulted in a es that produced
strong acceleration, as indicated by suppression
ratios greater than .50 during Blocks 2-9. Ratios
increased sharply during early sessions and stabilized
at an average level of .83 for the final four Phase I
sessions.

Phase 2 conditioning under the A + / sh-+A 
procedure produced additional changes in behavior.
Suppression to the es on A + trials developed very
slowly and did not begin to appear until the seventh
block of sessions, thereby retarding the development
of differential responding within the A + Ish-+A-
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Baseline (Pre-CS) Responding
In addition to their effects on responding during

the CS, the three conditioning procedures greatly
disrupted pre-CS baseline responding early in condi
tioning, resulting in baseline response rates for the
first four conditioning sessions that were no more
than 22.8% of preconditioning levels. The degree to
which baseline rates recovered by the final four
Phase 1 sessions differed among groups. Baseline
responding showed the greatest recovery for Group 1
under A + conditioning (in which all shocks were
signaled by the CS), and had returned to 68.2010 of
the mean preconditioning response rate. The greatest
disruption of baseline responding in Phase 1
occurred in Group 2 under the sh->A - procedure

on sh-A - trials, acceleration soon developed with
continued A + / sh-A - conditioning. During the
last four Phase 1 sessions, suppression ratios were
greater than .50 in all subjects.

During Phase 2, suppression ratios for sh-«A 
trials continued to rise and reached a mean of .69
during the last four sessions. Almost complete
suppression during A + trials was maintained.

Figure 2. Illustrative cumulative records for subjects in each
experimental group obtained during (A) final session of Phase 1,
(8) first session of Phase 2, and (C) final session of Phase 2.
Occurrences of' shock are indicated by diagonal lines on each
record; CS presentations are shown immediately below.
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Figure 1. Mean suppression ratios for A + and sh....A - trials
averaged over blocks of four sessions during Phases 1 and 2 for
each experimental subject.

procedure. However, by the elose of Phase 2, sup
pression ratios on A + trials had reached levels
comparable to those obtained for Group 1 subjects
during A + -only trials. The introduction of A +
trials resulted in a moderate loss of acceleration to
the CS on sh-«A - trials.

Group 3
Group 3 subjects were exposed to the discrimina

tion training procedure in which A + and sh-A
trials were present from the outset of the experi
ment. Differential control began to appear by the
fourth block of conditioning sessions. Suppression
ratios for A + trials progressively decreased in value
and averaged .06 across the final four sessions of
Phase 1. Although suppression was initially present
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in which all shocks were unsignaled; the mean base
line response rate under this condition never rose
above 8.4070 of its preconditioning value. This result
is scarcely surprising in view of the intensely sup
pressive nature of unsignaled shock observed in pre
vious experiments (e.g., Davis & McIntire, 1969;
Seligman, 1968). The A + Ish-A - discrimination
procedure (in which shock was unsignaled only dur
ing sh-rA - trials), resulted in an intermediate level
of suppression. Mean baseline rate for Group 3 had
recovered to 21.9070 of its preconditioning value dur
ing the final Phase 1 conditioning sessions. A similar
relationship between percentage of unsignaled shocks
and degree of baseline suppression has been observed
by Nageishi and Imada (1974).

During Phase 2, all groups were exposed to
A + Ish-A - discrimination training. For Group 1
subjects, this resulted in a further reduction in mean
baseline responding to 32.7070 of the precondition
ing response rate. For Group 2 subjects, however,
introduction of the A + /sh-rA - procedure was
associated with a recovery of baseline responding to
17.4070 of its preconditioning rate. Baseline rate for
Group 3 remained fairly stable across experimental
phases, averaging 22.4070 of its preconditioning value
during the final four sessions of Phase 2.

DISCUSSION

The present experiment conducted an investigation
of differential responding within a conditioned sup
pression context using the Konorski-Lawicka para
digm. The results may be summarized briefly: (1) Rats
were able to acquire a conditioned suppression dis
crimination in which shock and no-shock trials were
reliably signaled by the presence or absence of shock
at the outset of each trial. This was a strong and
easily established discrimination which involved
suppression on A + trials and acceleration on
sh-A - trials. (2) It is apparent that a history of A +
and sh-A - trials has a substantial effect on the
development of A + Ish-A - discriminations.
(a) Prior A + conditioning facilitated the develop
ment of the discrimination for Group 1 by speeding
the elimination of suppression on sh-rA - trials.
(b) Prior sh-rA - conditioning interfered with the
development of the discrimination for Group 2 by
retarding the development of suppression on A +
trials.

One might argue that nonassociative mechanisms
could contribute to the development of differential
suppression in the A + Ish ....A - paradigm. For
example, shock immediately preceding a CS might
disrupt suppression by a "disinhibition" mechanism
(e.g., Brimer & Wickson, 1971), by inducing attacks
on the response lever (e.g., Weiss & Strongman,
1969), by diverting attention from the CS, or by
attenuating suppression through a generalization

decrement. Although we cannot completely rule out
the possible contributions of these nonassociative
mechanisms on the basis of this experiment, several
considerations suggest that they play a minor role.
First, rather low levels of responding are typically
induced by nonassociative mechanisms such as dis
inhibition. Brimer and Wickson (1971), for example,
found that shock would disinhibit suppression to a
subsequent CS to the extent of 2 or 3 responsesimin.
As can be seen from the cumulative records in Fig
ure 2, much higher levels of responding were ob
served on sh....A - trials in the present experiment.
Second, informal observations of the subjects'
behavior during sh....A - trials failed to reveal
evidence of aggressive reactions to shock. More
over, subjects were observed consuming reinforcers
obtained during the postshock interval, suggesting
that postshock responding was food-directed. Finally,
experiments that have specifically studied postshock
responding have typically found little evidence for
an irnportant role of these nonassociative mechanisms
(e.g., Burdick & James, 1973; Imada & Okamura,
1975).

A more plausible interpretation may be that the
aftereffects of shock [which we shall represent as
sh I (shock-primej] have motivational properties that
interfere with the ability of the CS to suppress
responding. Solomon and Corbit (1973) have
developed an opponent process theory of motiva
tion which assurnes that an opponent process is elicited
by the primary effects of shock. The opponent is
assumed to have a relatively long decay time and
become stronger as a consequence of repeated ex
posures to shock. Given that the primary effect of
shock is response suppression, the opponent could be
reflected in an enhanced rate of responding when
shock is terminated. This analysis is similar to the
concept of "relaxation" introduced by Denny (1971).
He posits that animals tend to relax foBowing
termination of an aversive event, beginning approxi
mately 30 sec after stimulus offset and continuing
for about 150 sec thereafter. It is possible that some
of the response acceleration appearing at shock off
set could be accounted for by an unconditioned
tendency to relax which counteracts the suppressive
effects of the CS.

It is also possible that sh I develops opponent
properties as a result of an associative process. As
noted above, Pavlov's view of A + IX....A - dis
criminations (see also Terry & Wagner, 1975) was
that a "trace" of X (or "memorial representation"
in Terry and Wagner's terminology) persisted through
A to be present when the trial terminated without
reinforcement and assumed the role of a conditioned
inhibitor. We propose that the "trace" of X be
represented as X' (read "X prime"), and that the
A + IX A - paradigm be fully represented
A + IX AX '. Similarly, A + I sh....A - discrimina-
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tions would be fully represented A+/sh.....Ash' -,
where sh I represents the trace aftereffects of shock.
It is possible that animals master A + Ish .....A - dis
criminations because sh' is able to acquire inhibitory
properties in the manner of an exteroceptive stimulus.
Those inhibitory properties, in turn, are presumed
to be responsible for the attenuation of suppression
on sh.....A - trials.

The proposed inhibitory properties of sh I are
perhaps most evident in Group 1 where A + training
in Phase 1 was followed by virtually complete mastery
of the A + Ish.....A - discrimination on the first day
of Phase 2. Our interpretation of this result is as
follows: In Phase 1, a minimum of 2 min intervened
between A + trials. Sh' was therefore associated with
aperiod free from shock, and might be expected to
acquire inhibitory properties. The attenuation of
suppression to A on sh.....A - trials in the first session
of Phase 2 could be regarded as evidence for the
fear-inhibiting properties sh I developed in Phase 1
(Reberg & Black, 1969; Rescorla, 1969). A similar
interpretation may apply to results obtained by
Burdick and James (1973), who found that suppression
resulting from A + trials was virtually eliminated
on the very first sh.....A - trial when the procedure
was changed to backward conditioning.

Perhaps the least surprising result in this experi
ment is the finding in Group 2 that backward sh.....A 
training in Phase 1 interfered with the development
of the A + Ish .....A - discrimination in Phase 2. The
interference was due to a marked retardation of the
development of suppression on A + trials. Such a
result is in agreement with previous research (e.g.,
Moscovitch & LoLordo, 1968; Siegel & Domjan,
1971) demonstrating that backward conditioning
generally results in es developing fear-inhibiting
properties which can then interfere with the acquisi
tion of conditioned suppression during subsequent
forward conditioning.

At this point, we cannot be certain whether the
role of sh' in these discriminations was due to the
inherent properties of the opponent process, or if
sh' acquires inhibitory properties by signaling a
period free from shock. However, the quest ion is
open to experimental test. H, indeed, sh' is able to
assurne an inhibitory function similar to that of an
exteroceptive stimulus, that inhibitory function
should be evident from other indexes of inhibition
such as retarded development of excitation (Rescorla,
1969). It should also be possible to influence excita-

tory or inhibitory properties of sh I by rnanipulating
events in the postshock interval. For example, intro
ducing other stimuli du ring this period rnight over
shadow sh 'and reduce its inhibitory influence.
Further examination of the associative properties of
the postshock interval and the behavioral influence
of sh' seems warranted.
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